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A BSTRACT
Industrial robots are important machines applied in numerous modern industries that execute repetitive
tasks with high accuracy, replacing or supporting dangerous jobs. In this kind of system, with
increased complexity in which cost is related to the time the system keeps working, the system must
operate with a minimum number of failures. In other words, a quality aspect important in industry is
reliability. We hypothesize that Automated Acceptance Testing improves reliability for industrial
robot program. We present the research question, the motivation for this study, our hypothesis and
future research efforts.
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Introduction

Industrial robots execute repetitive tasks (as picking-and-placing, soldering, and cutting) with high accuracy, safety
(replacing or supporting people in dangerous jobs) and efficiency in numerous industries like automotive, electrical/electronics, metal, and machinery [1]. Hence, the number of industrial robots increased by +400K shipped units
globally in 2018, with sales of US$ 16.5 billion [1]. Consequently, the industrial robot’s marketing is forecast to achieve
66.48 billion by 2027 [2].
According to [3] one of top main challenges in robotics is achieving robustness. Robustness is defined as the ability of
the system to recover from errors and continue operating with reliability for a period of time. This definition lead us
from the robustness to reliability. Reliability is the probability of the software operates without failure for a specific
amount of time, in a specific environment for a purpose [4]. So, in order to guarantee robustness, we first need to
guarantee reliability in a software. Our research question is How can we improve reliability in the industrial robots?
Software reliability is a quality aspect that determines the degree with which a system operates free of failures over a
specified time, in a given environment, for a specific purpose [5], and an important facet of reliability is fault-tolerance,
the degree with which a system operates as intended despite the presence of hardware or software faults [6]. A
known software failure that affect robotic systems is when NASA’s Curiosity rover, a mobile robot that explores Mars,
eventually found itself in software trouble [7], it loses its sense of direction and stopped en route due to a software
bug. Another example of software fail a complex system is the two flights crash happened due to faulty software in the
Boeing 737 MAX maneuver system, killing hundreds of people [8].
Most of these failures originate from undetected system faults, and, in practice, it is difficult to guarantee failurefree software [5]. To reduce failures and overcome software reliability challenges, Garcia et al.propose rigorous
development and test processes to perform solutions [3].
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However, there are quality gaps related to software development in the robotics industry that focuses, in most cases,
on performance and demonstration of certain functionalities [9]. In the empirical study to assess the state-of-the-art and
practice of robotics software engineering performed by Garcia et al.[3], they highlight the difficulty and the importance
of programming robots to handle failures, as well as systematic testing processes can support the management of
possible failures and unexpected environmental events over prolonged time frames.
Some studies address testing for robotic systems [10, 11, 12, 13, 9, 14], but to the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that shows the application of automated acceptance for industrial robots using simulators. We propose an
infrastructure of automated Acceptance Testing using simulators to improve reliability for industrial robots. This paper’s
main contribution is to present our hypothesis and our detailing plan to future research efforts.
This paper’s main contribution is to present our hypothesis and our detailing plan to future research efforts. Our study is
organized as follows. Section 2 defines the concepts of industrial robots programming and acceptance testing. Section 3
describes in detail our proposal. Section 4 shows related studies. Section 5 synthesizes the final remarks and future
work.

2

Background

Figure 1 shows an industrial robot on the shop floor. Industrial robotic systems are complex hardware-software. The
hardware (E) is in a cage (C) that is a structure used to protect the human from the robot’s incorrect functionality.
The software plays a critical role in the IRS, and it has two parts. A controller (D) is responsible for translating
the commands so that the industrial robot understands and executes them. The robot program, a script software
component, defines this desired behaviour [15].
The software plays a critical role in the IRS, and it has two parts. A controller is responsible for translating the commands
so that the industrial robot understands and executes them. The robot program, a script software component, defines
this desired behaviour [15].
The robot program is crucial concerning the business that uses IRS. With it, it is possible to adequate robot’s behaviour
according to the business requirements and play different tasks. Thus, we can write the robot program and send
commands for the industrial robots via the operator (A) or programmer (B).
The robot program is crucial concerning the business that uses IRS. With it, it is possible to adequate robot’s behaviour
according to the business requirements and play different tasks. Thus, we can write the robot program and send
commands for the industrial robots via the operator or programmer.

Figure 1: Industrial robot programming [16]
.
The industrial robot programming methods are online and off-line programming. In the online method, the operator
programs the robot on the shop floor, and the industry needs to stop the production. There are two sub-methods in
online programming. Lead through is when the operator takes the robot manually and guides it through the trajectory.
The other way to program an industrial robot in the method online is using the teach-pendant. First, the operator guides
the manipulator to specific points. After that, the operator records these points to composed a trajectory. Finally, the
manipulator executes the trajectory. To record another trajectory, the operator needs to take off the robot, and the
operator needs to teach the points using the teach-pendant.
2
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Whereas to program the robot in the online method, the operator needs to stop the production line, in the off-line
method, the robot can be programming without interruption on the shop floor. Off-line programming is a method in
which the robot is programming in an environment composed of Industrial Robot Languages (IRPLs) and/or simulation
software. IRPLs are purpose-built, domain-specific programming languages that include special instructions to move
the robot’s arm(s), standard control-flow instructions and APIs to access low-level resources [17].
There are two types of IRPLs and Simulators, the owners and generics simulators. For example, Kuka, one of the most
popular industrial robot vendors, has its language, KRL and Kuka.Sim the simulation software for offline programming.
Another example is the language RAPID, the simulator ABB Robot Studio for ABB, other industrial robot vendors. In
the owner environment, the programming made is only for the brand’s robots.On generic simulators, as Delfoi, Octobuz,
RoboDK, RoboExpert, Delmia, Process Simulate and Robcad, it is possible to program different robots’ brands.
In both types of programming environment, it is possible to program directly in text or using the simulation workstation.
The number of simulators has grown substantially in the last years as Ivaldi et al.[18] observed in them study. They
performed a survey with 119 participants and observed one of the main purpose to use simulators is test software
controller.
However, simulation and robustness are testing that are not well established yet as observed Afzal et al.[19] in them
study. They identify a total of 12 testing practices for robotic systems: field testing, logging and playback, simulation
testing, plan-based testing, compliance testing, unit testing, performance testing, hardware testing, robustness testing,
regression testing, continuous integration and test maintenance. One reason is the gap related supporting tools and
infrastructure around them simulation and robustness testing.
Acceptance testing determines if the system satisfies the acceptance criteria (AC). AC is the criteria that ensure
that the system quality is acceptable, and quality requirements determine the system quality. Some examples of
quality requirements are functional correctness, completeness, accuracy, data integrity, usability, performance, start-up,
reliability, availability, maintainability and robustness [4]. So we can create acceptance criteria for each quality
requirements, for example reliability.
The role of acceptance testing is to help the customer to determine if the system functions in accordance with the
customer’s expectations, and is written by the customer and not by the developers. Then, one of challenges is to define
in which language.
Programming languages are generally not well understood by the customer and natural language has some aspects that
are not suitable to writing acceptance tests: too vague, too verbose and the complex grammar that structures written
communication is largely unnecessary for testing. A good way is teamwork between the customers and the developers
team to investigate sources of acceptance tests, and define common domain language to write acceptance testing and
the utilization of acceptance testing frameworks [20].
Nowadays, there is one main role related to the robot programming in industrial environment. The role is responsible for
writing the robot program in simulator, verifying if the robot has a behaviour correct, and finally sending the program
generated by the simulator to the industrial robot on the shop floor. Our study uses Robotics Software Engineering
(RSE) to denominate this role, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Industrial robot programming using simulators.
The Robotics Software Engineer (RSE) role adds a robot to the workstation after adding and preparing a robot tool
if the simulation task must need a tool. The third step is to set the specific positions in the target trajectory. After,
the simulator creates the program using the points created in the previous step. Finally, it is possible to simulate the
movement, and the programmer has the visual feedback in the software.
RSE role validates if the movement is correct. If yes, RSE performs the code generation through the simulators tool and
finally sends the final program to the robot that is on the shop-floor. If no, the Robotics Software Engineer rewrites the
3
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program. The RSE role acceptance or not the robot behaviour without formal documentation. The validation, in this
case, uses the RSE knowledge and expertise about the robot behaviour expected.
Furthermore, the validation process is manual for each program written. It means if there are necessary modifications,
the RSE will change the program and validate it again, even if he/she validated part of the program before the
modification.The manual aspect for the validation in industrial robot programming increase the project time and cost
and decrease industrial robots’ reliability.

3

Proposed Approach

There is a widely variety of reliability testing methodologies and one of these is reliability acceptance testing [21].
Acceptance testing can be a opportunity to address the challenge of writing and design tests for robotics related to the
lack of proper channels for coordination and collaboration among multiple teams [19]. Acceptance testing is a bridge
between the business and the software product.
But, acceptance testing can be apply manually. In our hypothesis, we decide to apply automated testing to allow that
tests will be save and run again after improvements and changes in the code. This is known as regression testing, that is
a testing level that guarantee that the modification has not introduce new faults in the code modified [22]. The benefits of
test automation are as follows: increased productivity of testers, better coverage of regression testing, reduced duration
of testing phases, reduced cost of software maintenance and increased effectiveness of test cases [4].
Futhermore, we choose simulators as a environment for apply our methodology. Simulator testing plays an important
role in complex systems as industrial robots, with simulation is possible to decrease the cost and increase the safety
(related to human and system damage) [8, 7]. Our hypothesis is :
Hypothesis
Automated Acceptance Testing improves reliability for industrial robot program.

Figure 3 shows how we aim to apply our hypothesis. We put infilled rectangle, the different processes that our proposal
will add in the industrial programming using simulators environment. To apply our hypothesis, it will be essential that
we have the RSE and a new role, the Automation Client, responsible for defining, planning, and deriving the acceptance
criteria.
After that, the RSE adds the acceptance criteria in the simulator (Figure 3). The simulator performed the followed tasks
add robot in workstation, add or not the tool, set positions, create a target, create a program and simulate the program.

Figure 3: Automated Acceptance Testing using Simulators
.
At this point, the Automation Client’s criteria will be applied to run automated acceptance tests. If the code passes
for the acceptance testing, RSE uses the simulator to generate the code and sends it to the physical robot. If no, the
Robotics Software Engineer role rewrites the program but uses the acceptance testing results (Figure 3).
According to the Graham et al.[22], the followed questions can be part of the reliability acceptance criteria: (i) What is
the current failure rate of the software?, (ii) What will be the failure rate if the customer continues acceptance testing
4
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for a long time?, (iii)How many defects are likely to be in the software?, (iv)How much testing has to performed to
reach a particular failure rate?.
We aim to adapt these questions for the industrial environment. But it is important to have in mind that our hypothesis
uses the simulation testing so the reliability of the system depends on the accuracy of the simulator.
In this exploration work, we will evaluate the feasibility of the simulator RoboDK. RoboDK is a simulator for industrial
robots that provides an intuitive way to program 50 different robot manufacturers. The simulator supports a wide variety
of applications, such as pick and place, painting or robot milling. RoboDK API is API for programming industrial
robots, that allow industrial robot programming using high level programming language and development environment.
Nowadays it is available the following languages: Python, C#.Net, C++ and Matlab [23] .
For the acceptance testing, as our focus is on the testing, we will apply Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) and
Acceptance Test-Driven Development (ATDD). Futhermore, we will evaluate the effectiveness of the following
frameworks, Jasmine, RSpec and Cucumber, in our proposal [24, 25, 26].

4

RELATED WORK

Ashraf et al.[10] proposed coverage criteria for white-box testing to test industrial robot tasks and a framework to
generate the test cases automatically to achieve the coverage criteria defined by them. Our proposal and their proposal
differ from the test level. Our hypothesis is based one acceptance testing, and the authors in the study analyzed are
talking about the code coverage criteria (unit, integration or system testing)
In the study performed by Bretl et al.[11], the authors presented an algorithm to help to calculate the mass center
of legged robots to achieve static equilibrium. The study does not explicitly use software testing techniques, but the
authors test the robot’s behaviour, which leads us to consider their study as our related work.
Erich et al.[14] presented a framework for automatically testing applications for collaborative robots and demonstrated
the proposal in a case study for automated testing of a pick and place application. The authors’ proposal is a framework
applied in a physical environment and at the level of Integration Testing. Our proposal differs from the environment and
the test level. We will use Simulator to apply Acceptance Automated Testing to improve the reliability of industrial
robots.
In the study performed by Estivill-Castro et al.[12], the authors proposed the robot simulators follow the Model-ViewController software patter. They use simulators with the stripped-GUI under a continuous integration paradigm for
robots to scale up the testing integration with robot behaviour. Our study and their study are complementary. Both
studies aim to use simulators to test behaviours in a robotic environment. The big difference is that our research focuses
on a type of robot, which will lead us to solve problems specifics in an industrial environment.
Mossige et al.[13], in their study presented cost-effective automated testing techniques to validate complex industrial
robot control systems in an industrial context and employ their methodology in continuous integration and constraintbased testing techniques. The main reason in which our study differs from their study is that the strategy presented by
the authors is for validating the timing aspects of distributed systems for complex robot systems. Our study aims to
improve the reliability of industrial robots.
In the study performed by Chung et al.[9], the authors presented a testing process and evaluation items for software
testing of intelligent robots. They proposed a test case design methodology based on user requirements and using ISO
standards for software testing. The difference between our study and theirs is that our focus is industrial robots. We aim
to design and plan and apply automated acceptance testing using simulators to improve industrial robots’ reliability.

5

CONCLUSIONS

This article present our hypothesis that automated acceptance testing using simulators improves the reliability of
industrial robots.To do it, we performed an overview of industrial robot programming in which we identify the
advantages of off-line programming using simulators, and the role play by simulation-testing in testing for robotic
system. To create an infrastructure to validate our hypothesis, we have the following future work: (i )evaluate the
feasibility of the simulator chosen; (ii) evaluate the feasibility and efficiency of the automated acceptance testing in our
proposal; (iii) implementation of solutions to the problem (software prototype); (iv)verification (tests) and validation of
the solution ("in vitro"); (v) verification (tests) and validation of the solution ("in vivo") and synthesis and analysis of
results.
5
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